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(Absolute continuity.) Let u be a Radon signed measure on E. Then u is absolutely 
cont inuous with respect o p, if and only if 
fm"  [ f~  ] l im lim [I Pk((x, ~k)) -~ exp -- (x-y, (k) 2 du(y)  
k=l  R n n rn  k=l  
converges in L~(/~). 
L6vy's Brownian Motion with Infinite Dimensional Parameter Space 
Si Si, Nagoya University, Japan, and Rangoon University, Burma 
Let X(A) ,  A 6 E, be L6vy's Brownian motion where E is a finite d imensional  
Eucl idean space or a Hi lbert  space. Introduce L6vy's M( t )  process and define N( t )  
process which is the weighted average over a hyperplane.  The investigation of  the 
behaviours of  M(t) and N(t) gives us the way of dependency of  X(A) when A 
moves over certain subsets of  the parameter  space, and we see that more determinist ic 
propert ies appear  as the d imension increases. 
Representation of Brownian Motion 
Shigeo Takenaka,  Nagoya University, Japan 
Let ~f = {X(p) ;  p ~ M} be a Brownian mot ion in the sense of P. L6vy, that is, 
(M, d) is a metric space and ~ is a centered Gauss ian system satisfying 
EIX(p )-X(q)l 2= d(p, q) and X(0)  =0 for a fixed origin 0. 
In case M is one of  the spaces of constant curvature, R ' ,  S n and H ' ,  ~ can be 
represented in the form 
X(p) = Y(Sp), where Sp = {hyperplanes intersecting with Op} and ~ = { Y( . )} 
is the Gauss ian random measure w.r.t, a measure on the space of  hyperplanes.  
Let us proceed in the fol lowing general setup. Let ~ be a family of subset of  a 
parameter  space M and /~ be a measure on ~.  Set 
Sp={Bcg3;p~BexclusivelyorOcB} fo rp  ~ M. 
Define X(p)= Y(Sp), where ~ = { Y(.  )} is the Gauss ian random meaure w.r.t, p~. 
Then d(p, q) =- EIX(p) - X(q)] 2 = i~(Sp~lSq) is a (quasi-)metr ic function on M. Thus 
~f= {X(p)} is a Brownian motion in the sense of  P. L6vy. Our setup includes the 
representat ion above and gives us some Brownian motions with parameter  R" 
equipped with general metric d. 
